In a message dated 10/29/2012 4:07:01 P.M. Pacific Daylight Time,
XXXXX@aol.com writes:
Pull you head out of your butt, you bitter, evil woman.
You aren't smart enough to realize that you have an opportunity to come out of
this smelling like a rose, losing nothing and making Kelman look small. You are
too pig headed to realize it.
The facts are against you and have been. I know what happened with you and
Kelman, as does the judge and everyone else involved. But, you are so
consumed with ego and hate that you cannot see the forest for the trees.
I, like the thousands you single-handedly turned against you, don't give a hoot
what you think about the paper and see you for what you really are: self
absorbed and ready to discredit the experts because you THINK it makes you
look like a hero. It doesn't. You look small, stupid, and frankly, crazy.
You lost your advocacy skills when you made it all about you, not the victims you
pretend to champion.
From: SNK1955@aol.com
To: XXXXX@aol.com
Sent: 10/29/2012 6:33:07 P.M. Pacific Standard Time
Subj: Re: I now "get it" Sharon...
1. I am not a bitter, evil woman with my head in my butt.
2. I am not guilty of libel, nor did I rely on or write the words of Kelly Vance.
THAT is exactly how they framed me for libel. They took Vance's words, flipped
them to my writing and made it look like I falsely accused Kelman of lying about
being paid to author the ACOEM mold statement.
3. I am not signing a false confession of being guilty of libel to conceal how the
courts framed me for libel while knowing they were aiding the fraud to continue
AND sent me to jail when I refused to be coerced into criminal perjury.
4. My "guppies" that I am now eating for sounding the alarm of the danger to the
reputation of our doctors when false statistics are stated, have not even bothered
to speak out on my behalf for the past two years as I lose everything for speaking
the truth and being left bare by my friends.
5. The ONLY way that I can make this court harassment stop is to get sunlight on
the corruption of what they are doing to me KNOWING they are trying to conceal
their role in aiding the fraud to continue (and a lot of politicians, too).

6. As far as your advice of how I could come out smelling like a rose, forgive me,
but I am a bit skeptical of anyone who keeps calling me a liar over a truthful
writing exposing fraud in public health and then tells me to sign a false
confession to aid the courts, Kelman, US Chamber, ACOEM et al to get away
with what has been ten years of financially motivated hate crimes against the
environmentally disabled written into public policies and against me. You
apparently don't know the two prongs of libel law that must be met by a burden of
clear and convincing evidence and you keep glossing over the info of HOW they
framed me and HOW they suppressed the evidence Kelman committed perjury
to establish malice and HOW false docs got into the jury room and HOW the
judgement is void and fraudulent and HOW the remittitur was falsified to conceal
Hardin is a party, etc. NOPE. You are just convinced that my words were the
same as Vance's, when CLEARLY they are not and you have falsely deemed me
a liar. So why would I want to listen to any advice you have to give?.
7. If YOU ever want to be able to write or speak again of the harm of the fraud of
ACOEM, you need to correct the puffery in that paper. Otherwise, you look just
like ACOEM marketing misinformation to support an unscientific concept.
8. So please stop attacking me for sounding an alarm that the spin in the GIHN
paper harms the mold community by the twisted hand of Ms. Wisecup; and save
face now. Retract or correct.

